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ABSTRACT
This article proposes a Proportional, Integral, and Derivative (PID) learning controller for rigid robotic disk
grinding mechanism. It has been observed that the stiffness of the robotic arm for a grinder has a direct
correlation with the sensitivity of the grinding forces. It is also drastically influenced by the end-effector path
tracking error resulting in limited accuracy of the robot. The error in robot’s accuracy is also increased by
external interferences, such as surface imperfections and voids in the subject material. These errors can be
mitigated via efficient feedback. In the proposed methodology, the controller gain is tuned by implementing a
learning-based methodology to PID controllers. The learning control for the robotic grinding system helps by
progressively decreasing error between the actual grinded paths and required trace. Experimental results
demonstrate that as the grinder machines the required path iteratively, its grinding accuracy improves due to
the learning algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

G

rinding is a mechanical process intended to
remove a very thin and even layer of material
on the outer edge of the workpiece. Field
practice had demonstrated difficulties in grinding
complex shaped workpieces like a marine propeller or
a turbine blade. The desired surface morphology of
these workpieces demands that the end-effector of the
manipulator keeps a stable contact force with the
environment, while the grinding tool moves along the
profile of the workpiece. To perform such a task,
concurrently, both force and position of the robot
should be controlled [1].
However, it must be noted that controlling the repeated
tracking behavior on a desired trajectory is generally
an extremely difficult task. This difficulty can be
attributed to the empirical dynamic interferences,
perturbative torques and naturally inherent

nonlinearities in the robot. These error inducing
factors create a nonlinear coupled system where they
cannot be predicted and measured beforehand. Despite
these uncertainties, grinding robots are approximated
to linear systems in controller design. This leads to
periodic errors during repetitive machining motions,
caused by inherent structural and dynamic
interferences. It is because of this uncertainty,
improving machining accuracy of repetitive tasks via
learning through trial is highly desirable.
In the proposed system, tracking and positioning
control are included to achieve the stable responses of
robotic grinding system. Because of the additive
nonlinearities,
dynamic
interferences,
and
disturbances torque in practically nonlinear coupled
systems, the unpredictable dynamic interferences
occurs between mechanical structure and grinding bit
[2]. The proposed control system be modeled to
address this issue as a linear system and its repetitive
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and loading force vectors, accordingly. Td t ∈ R
represents the disturbed torque vector because of unmodeled dynamics or unpredictable external
interferences while T(t) ∈ R represents the input
torque vector applied to joints [10].

behavior as it is useful to achieve optimized tracking
and accuracy at the same time by learning iterative
trials.
Nowadays, many researchers are working on the
learning control methods to get precise results and, the
designed controllers are consistently reducing the
errors [3-5]. When it comes to practical
implementation, few learning control methods need
very detailed information of the system characteristics
that become complicated in comparison to traditional
PID controllers. However, still in conventional PID
controller, tuning the gains of controller is a difficult
task, As the researchers mentioned that conventional
PID controller is cost effective and less complicated,
but they used upgraded microprocessors which
includes digital signal processing techniques (DSP’s)
that makes more costly and computationally heavy [6,
7].

Equation (1) demonstrates the behavior of nonlinear
coupled systems. The nonlinear characteristic in
equation (1) adds complexity in analyzing the entire
system along with the controller. Specifically, when
the system is analyzed under discrete time domain on
the nonlinear coupled system the mathematical
analysis becomes more complicated (1). Because of
the complication of mathematical analysis of
nonlinear systems, linearized models are preferred for
the grinding robot for a defined trajectory in various
applications of controller design.
Therefore, linear time-varying approach which
illustrates the linearized behavior of the model for
robot tool for a defined path to be followed or
machined just to analyze the nonlinear behavior of
coupled system in (1) having an adaptive control
approach, that is applied on the microprocessor. In this
paper, utilizing the principle of linearized models to
improve controller accuracy and efficacy will be
discussed.

Moreover, PID controller is a very feasible option to
implement in various applications, but somehow it is
not suitable in applications that require high
machining accuracy, compensation in nonlinearity,
adaptation in parameter variations. In order to fulfil
these missing features, our suggested methodology
involved a PID controller where proportional, integral
and derivative controllers are arranged in a unique way
in comparison to conventional PID controllers. A PID
type learning controller in discrete time domain is
proposed in this paper which can be easily
implemented. After achieving a minimum suitable
conditions, the output error is minimized just after
having number of trials without being affected by the
change in parameters [8, 9].

Consider a linear periodic time-varying system that
defines a linear model around a defined path to be
traced or machined.
r i + 1 = A i r i + B i u i + D i w i ,r 0 = r
y i =C i r i
(2)
where i is the sampling index number. The variable r(i)
is the n × 1 state vector, u(i) is the m × 1 control input
vector, y(i) is the p × 1 output vector and lastly, w(i)
is the n × 1 unknown external disturbance vector.
Equation (2) above also requires an assumption that
A(i), B(i), C(i) and D(i) are $ × $, n × m, p × n and
$ × $ time-varying matrices with a period N such that

2. METHODOLOGY
Grinding machine tool dynamic equations having N
degree of freedom can be written as:
I r t r t + F r t ,r t

+G r t

+ Td t = T

(1)

A
B
C
D

In above equation, r t , r t , r t ∈ R are positional
variables that respectively represent the location,
velocity and acceleration of each joint individually.
I t , F r t , r t and G r t are the matrix of
inertia, centrifugal force caused by angular momentum

i+N
i+N
i+N
i+N

=A i ,
=B i
=C i ,
=D i

3

The unknown external disturbance vector can be
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written as

@V>

w i+N = w i

uRV> i = uR i + K X eR i + 1 + K Y Z eR n
AH>

(4)

Next, let us assume that S, the mapping from 2u i , i ∈
30, n − 156 to 2x i , i ∈ 30, N56, and R, the mapping
2r , u t , iϵ30, N − 1 6 ↔ 2y i , i30, N56, are oneto-one mappings. This means that the unique input and
state vectors exist for the given output vectors.
Furthermore, we define the norm of the $ × 1 vector
f = f1, f2, … , fn < as ‖f‖ = max>?@?A |f@ |, the norm of
the n × m matrix
G
=
{g @D }
as
G
‖G‖=max>?@?A ∑@H>Fg @D F, and the function norm of the
I × 1 vector h i as ‖h i ‖J = sup@∈3

0 < λ < 1.

@
,KL>5 λ ‖h

6

is given by
eR i = yP i − yR i ,

7

i ∈ 30, N − 15

In applying of (6), in the initial trial, it is observed that
control input is similar as it was in the conventional
PID controller. In the second trial of actual system,
responses were not according to the system output
values, hence error was integrated with the second
input of the system. This is the change analyzed
between output value yP i and actual system output
in the initial trial, in this way (6). Control input is
generated in this manner just after the second trial (8).
So, the suggested learning control system can be
expressed by

i ‖,

Now, we define the control input which defines the
path having minimum threshold of perfection that can
be expressed as follows.

rR i + 1 = A i rR i + B i
rR 0 = r
yR i = C i rR i

Let the desired output path that is needed to be tracked
or machined be denoted by yP i , i ∈ 30, N5 and the
tolerance bound for that path be described by ε. Then
the control input vector u i , i ∈ 30, N5 needs to be
such that yR i , the actual tracked path of the linear
time-varying system in (2), satisfies
‖yP i − yR i ‖ ≤ ε, i ∈ 30, N5

+K [ 3eR i + 1 − eR i 5, i ∈ 30, N − 15

5

^R

i + D i wR i

μR i = μRL> i + K ` eRL> i + 1 +
K Y ∑@V>
AH> eRL> n + K [ 3eRL> i + 1 − eRL> i 5

8

eRL> i = yP i − yRL> i

9

This can be clearly seen in Fig. 1. Having learning
operation based on the previous states, it is expected
to achieve the enhanced control results due to the
learning based control technique. Mathematical
analysis is derived for the proof in the later section.

where ε > 0.
As discussed above, this issue is usually resolved by
applying a conventional PID controller in grinding
control system in numerous applications of an
industry. In order to achieve the precise results as
mentioned in the input program, the motion controller
must have optimized values of gain for the PID
control. Due to unpredictable disturbance torque and
other dynamics that are not modeled make it
complicated to sustain the PID control gains at optimal
values throughout. It might become a serious issue in
maintaining the quality of industrial requirements. To
resolve this issue a learning function might be
implemented into the ordinary PID controller, thus
significantly enhancing the controlling performance.
KP, KI and KD are control gain matrices of PID
controller.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
PID-type iterative learning controller has been tested
performing different experiments. Experimental
results of grinding of different shapes are shown in
Fig. 3-5. It can be noted that the error between the
desired and actual machined path has reduced,
indicating a higher machining accuracy. This accuracy
can be further improved upon by fine tuning the PID
controller gains.
Different parameters can also be evaluated to
determine the effectiveness of the proposed control
strategy. Some of these include measuring the variable
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Fig. 1: Block Diagram: PID Learning Controller
load torque, variable speed, and other independent
parameter variations. These factors can also be used to
judge the flexibility of the control system.
Experimentation also showed that electrical
parameters were also influenced by physical changes
in the system. As the operating temperature changed,
the actuator currents experienced by the controller
were also affected. Nonetheless, these problems can be
dealt with by utilizing an online tuning rule that the
controller can be connected to. This function would
introduce adaptability into the design, allowing it to
optimize the controller output depending on external
factors such as temperature [11, 12].

Fig. 2: Step response of system under conventional
PID controller and Learning PID controller
Table 1 shows the relation between different shapes
and the time needed to complete the task.

S.No

The step response of LPID controller tuning of Fig. 2
shows that the system will reach the stability quickly
than the system under the conventional PID controller
and the peak overshoot is decrease, where the system
takes short time to reach the steady state and that the
system got good response.

1
2
3
4

Table 1: Speed Test
Shapes
Computation
Time (s)
Line
5,6
Rectangle
10,12
Triangle
9,10
Circle
9,2

The analysis of the expected results in order to
authenticate the level of accuracy of proposed system
during operation is presented below.

The results of griding robot for this paper and the
previous research papers are compared and the results
are shown below:

To check the effect of an angle having some speed in
the object formation was conducted. A line having 5
cm length and depth of 2 mm of length was used to
replicate a 2D shape. These designs are made and its
time has been noted using stopwatch.

Table 2 shows the comparison of different techniques
and their responses accordingly in terms of accuracy
and complexity of the techniques applied. Fig. 3
compares the efficiency of the proposed controllers
with that of the existing controllers.
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Year
References
Technique

Accuracy
Complexity

Table 2: Comparison
2016 2015
2012
[4]
[13]
[14]
Multisensor
data
Fusion
High
High

PID
Using
PFGA
High
High

Fuzzy
Control
with
PID
High
High

y-axis (cm)

2019
Proposed
PID
Learning
controller

x-axis (cm)

High
Low

Fig. 5: Results achieved in a circular shape

y-axis (cm)

x-axis (cm)

Fig. 3: Performance comparison of proposed PID
learning controller with prior techniques
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show the results of the proposed
learning model for the triangular, circular, and
rectangular shapes. The polygons drawn with solid
lines between the inner and outer dotted polygons
represent the desired path whereas the dotted lines
themselves show the actual path of the grinder. Results
indicate that the grinding robot approaches the desired
path in 2 degrees of freedom (x and y axis) when it was
grinding the three shapes. Consecutive grinding passes
resulted in a reduction in error between the desired and
actual paths of the grinder.

Fig. 6: Results achieved in a rectangular shape

4. CONCLUSION
The proposed active compliant PID learning controller
for grinding Robot promises the convergence of the
output even when the system parameters are
ambiguous due to material disturbances that cannot be
predicted. The performance of the proposed learning
controller has been investigated through comparison
of workpieces of different shapes i.e. circle, triangle
and square. Their observation showed that the error
between the paths and require traced gradually
reduced as the drill, lathe or bit iteratively passed
through the material. The comparison of results
demonstrated that the accuracy can be greatly
improved by the proposed learning controller in spite
of inherent nonlinearity and dynamic interferences
present in system. As a result, it is concluded that the

y-axis (cm)

x-axis (cm)

Fig. 4: Results achieved in a triangular shape
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8.

proposed learning controller is effective for grinding
robot.
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